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CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE
The month of July ha d been Eventful.Both Members and Students
Participated in the CA DAY CELEBRATIONS.As part of CA DAY
CELEBRATIONS Guntur Branch Organised a Blood Donation Program , Member
Family Games, Entertainment Programs to Members and Students. We have
also conducted Games to Students and distributed Prizes.As part of Charity, On
behalf of Guntur Branch we have distributed Clothes to poor students.
I am very happy to inform all the members and students of the Guntur branch that,a long
awaited Project for Construction of New Building for Guntur Branch of ICAI at Amaravathi Road,
Guntur has got approved. In this regard I would like to extend my sincere thanks on behalf of
Guntur Branch to the President CA.M.Devaraja Reddy, Vice President CA. Nilesh Shivji Vikamsey,
Infrastructure Committee, ICAI, and Infrastructure committee of Guntur branch headed by
CA.M.P.Vijaya Kumar, and a special thanks to the committee members of Guntur Branch of ICAI,
and all the members of Guntur Branch of ICAI for their continuous support in getting approval for
this project.
A One day Seminar was also organized by Guntur Branch on the Latest and India's Biggest
Tax Reform in India "GOODS AND SERVICE TAX" on 15-07-2016. Eminent Speakers have
contributed their views about GST.Guntur Branch takes the credit of conducting Work shop on
GST for the first time among other branches.We have also organized CPE Seminar on Income
Diclaration Scheme. On 2-07-2016. The Annual General Meeting of the Branch was held on
30.07.2016.
The Mega Event of Quiz and Elocution was conducted at branch level and students at large
have participated in the Event. I am sure the winners of the branch level shall make it to the
national level after winning the
Regional level Competitions.
The Results of CPT, IPCE & CA Final have been declared. My hearty congratulations to those
who have passed. My best wishes to those who could not make it this time. Remember, there is
always a second time.
Regards
Chekuri Sambasiva Rao
Chairman.
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INTERNATIONAL TAXATION
DTAA FEW ISSUES
Legal History: Section 90 of the Income Tax Act, 1961(Act) empowers the Central Government to
enter into agreement (Tax Treaties-aka DTAA) with Government of any country outside India or
specified territory outside India for
I. granting relief in respect of doubly taxed income or income tax chargeable under this Act and
under the corresponding law in force in that country or specified territory, to promote mutual economic
relations, trade and investment or
II. for avoidance of double taxation of income under this Act and under the corresponding law in
force in that country or specified territory or
III. for exchange of information for prevention of evasion or avoidance of income tax chargeable
under this Act or under the corresponding law in force in that country or specified territory or
IV. for recovery of income tax under this Act and under the corresponding law in force in that
country or specified territory as the case may be
There are two modes of granting relief under DTAA.
They are:
(i) Exemption Method and
(ii) Tax Credit Method.
Exemption Method: Under exemption method, a particular income is taxed in one of the two
countries.
Tax Credit Method: Under tax credit method, an income is taxable in both the countries in
accordance with their respective tax laws read with the DTAA. However, the country of residence of
the taxpayer allows him credit for the tax charged thereon in the country of source against the tax
charged on such income in the country of residence.
Agreement vs DTAA: In case of difference between the provisions of the Act and of the agreement,
the provisions of the agreement prevail over the provisions of the Act and can be enforced by the
appellate authorities and the court.
Issue 1: Whether income be exempted from tax in India if tax was paid outside India at a higher
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rate?
This issue was answered in case of ITO vs BESCO Engineering & Services (P) Ltd - ITAT KOLKATA.
Facts: The Assessee is an Indian Company made equity investment in a Brazilian Company
(Foreign Company). The Indian Company received dividend from the Foreign Company. Assessing
Officer taxed the dividend on the contention that dividend received from foreign company is not
exempt under section 10(34) of the Act.
Assessee has contended that the foreign company has already paid tax @34% on its profits
which is in excess of the rate prescribed in paragraph 2 of Article 10 of DTAA with Brazil (i.e.,15%).
However, Assessing Officer has taxed the dividend without referring to provisions of DTAA.
Assessee filed an appeal against the order of Assessing Officer before CIT(A). Order of the Assessing
Officer was set aside by CIT (A). Revenue filed an appeal against the order of CIT(A).
Ruling by ITAT: As per paragraph 3 of Article 23 of DTAA between India and Brazil where a
company which is resident of a 1 contracting state derives dividend in accordance with the provisions
of paragraph 2 of Article 10 may be taxed in other contracting state, the first mentioned State shall
exempt such dividends from tax.
Withholding tax rates for dividends is 0% as per Brazilian Tax Law and also as per DTAA if
dividend is paid to non-residents. Hence the appeal of the revenue dismissed.
Issue 2:
Is Tax credit available in respect of deemed tax foregone?
This issue was answered in KrishakBharati Cooperative Ltd vs Asst. CIT - ITAT DELHI
Facts:
The Assessee held 25% shares in a foreign company registered in Oman. Assessee has received
dividend income from the foreign company which was exempt from tax in Oman by virtue of Article
8(bis) of Omanian Tax Laws. The said dividend income was brought to tax in India as per the Act.
The Assessing Officer allowed tax credit with respect to dividend income.
( such dividends may also be taxed in the contracting state of which the company paying dividends
is a resident according to the laws of that state but if the recipient is a company which is the beneficial
owner of dividend the tax so charged shall not exceed 15% of the gross amount of dividend).
Subsequently Principal CIT revised the order of the Assessing Officer and disallowed the tax
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credit so claimed by the assessee. The CIT was of the view that as the assessee did not pay any tax in
Oman owning to exemption, no foreign tax credit was available to it.
The aggrieved assessee filed an appeal against the order of the CIT passed u/s 263.
Ruling by ITAT:
Article 25(4) of DTAA between India and Oman lays down that tax payable shall deemed to
include the tax which would have been payable but for tax incentive granted under the tax laws of
the contracting state and which are designed to promote economic developments.
The exemption for dividend income was granted in accordance with the article 8(bis) and such
exemption was granted with the objective of promoting economic developments within Oman by
attracting investments.
The Order of CIT quashed and appeal of the assessee allowed.
Note: Such credit was allowed by the Assessing Officer in the past also. When there is no change
in facts and the relevant provisions of the law the principle of consistency of approach should be
followed.
Take away
One just has to read DTAA with different countries separately. Each DTAA has similarities and
dissimilarities. We have to go through each DTAA and analyze the issue before drawing conclusions.
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Service tax levy on short-term accommodation in hotel is
unconstitutional: Delhi HC
Service Tax : Service Tax on restaurants levied under Section 65(105)(zzzzv) or Section
66E(i) of the Finance Act, 1994 is constitutional and rule 2C of the Service Tax (Determination
of Value) Rules, 2006 determining value of service portion at 40 per cent of amount charged
is also valid/constitutional; however, if assessee maintains records determining actual value of
service portion, then, rule 2C cannot be applied
Service Tax : Service Tax on 'short-term accommodation' under Section 65 (105) (zzzzw) of
the Finance Act, 1994 is unconstitutional, as it falls in domain of States under word 'Luxuries'
of State List of Constitution
I. Restaurant Services
o 66E(i) of the Finance Act, 1994 states that the "service portion in an activity wherein
goods, being food or any other article of human consumption or any drink (whether or not
intoxicating) is supplied in any manner as a part of the activity" is a 'declared' service. The
legislative carving out of the service portion of the composite contract of supply of food and
drinks has sound constitutional basis.
o Rule 2C of the Service Tax (Determination of Value) Rules, 2006 enables the assessing
authority to put a definite value to the service portion of the composite contract of supply of
goods and services in an air-conditioned restaurant. Correspondingly there is an abatement
for that portion which pertains to the supply of goods in the form of food and drink which
would be amenable to sales tax or value added tax. It also requires to be kept in mind that the
ready reckoner formula is useful where an assessee does not maintain accounts in a manner
that will enable the assessing authority to clearly discern the value of the service portion of the
composite contract. It hardly needs emphasis that when during the course of assessment
proceedings an assessee is able to demonstrate, on the basis of the accounts and records
maintained by it for that purpose, that the value of the service component is different from that
obtained by applying Rule 2C the assessing authority would be obliged to consider such
submission and give a decision thereon. With the machinery provision for the levy and
determination of service tax on the service portion clearly being spelt out in the Rules themselves,
the legal requisites stand satisfied.
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o A perusal of one of the bills reveals that ?

of the total sale of food for Rs. 2300,

?

food tax (i.e. VAT) is levied @ 12.5% and works out to Rs. 287.50,

?

service tax is @ 4.94% which works out to Rs. 113.71. An abatement has been provided

in the rate of service tax. Where the service tax should be @ 12.36% it is, after abatement, 4.94%.
o Therefore it is not right that the measure of tax is the same. This is notwithstanding the settled
legal position that value of taxable service is not determinative of the character of the levy.
II. Short-term accommodation services
o Section 65(105)(zzzzw) contemplates a service provided "to any person by a hotel, inn, guest
house, club or camp-site by whatever name called, for providing of accommodation for a continuous
period of less than three months." When the above definition is placed alongside the above extracted
provisions of the Delhi Tax on Luxuries (DTL) Act, it is difficult to discern any real difference in the
subject matter of the two levies.
o In other words, what is defined under the DTL Act of 1996 is an identical service of providing
accommodation in a hotel. The only additional pre-fix in the FA is the hyphenated word "shortterm" in Section 65 (105) (zzzzw) followed by the expression "for a period of less than three months".
However, such provision of short-term accommodation of less than three months is by no means
exempt from luxury tax under the DTL Act. The very same taxable event of providing service by way
of accommodation in a hotel etc. is the subject matter of both levies viz., luxury tax under the DTL
Act and service tax under the FA.
o Consequently Section 65 (105) (zzzzw) of the FA fails the foremost test of constitutionality of a
Union tax that "before exclusive legislative competence can be claimed for Parliament by resort to
the residuary power, the legislative incompetence of the State legislative must be clearly established."
Here the DTL Act which provides for levy of luxury tax on provision of the service of accommodation
in a hotel etc. is traceable to Entry 62 of List II and the State is therefore competent to levy and collect
luxury tax on such taxable event.
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